TOWN HOMES BUILDING - FRONT ELEVATION

TYP. Town Homes Building - Materials Board

WOOD BRACKETS
CEMENT BOARD & BATTEN
COMPOSITE WINDOW
TAPERED COLUMNS
STONE VENEER

FEILD COLOR 1
KM 5727-3
CHEERS

ACCENT COLOR 1
KM 5725
SAN CARLOS PLAZA

TRIM COLOR
23
SWISS COFFEE

FEILD COLOR 2
KM 4645-5
WINE CORK

ACCENT COLOR 2
KM 4643-3
STICKS & STONES

TRIM COLOR
23
SWISS COFFEE

FEILD COLOR 3
KM 4797-3
KOI POND

ACCENT COLOR 3
KM 4796-3
ACANTHUS LEAF

TRIM COLOR
23
SWISS COFFEE

ROOF COLOR

DOOR COLOR
KM 5762-5
HIKING BOOTS

STONE VENEER

TOWN HOMES BUILDING - FRONT ELEVATION
UNIT A
UNIT B
UNIT C-R
UNIT B
UNIT C
UNIT B-R

FIELD COLOR 1
KM 5727-3
CHEERS

ACCENT COLOR 1
KM 5725
SAN CARLOS PLAZA

TRIM COLOR
23
SWISS COFFEE

FIELD COLOR 2
KM 4645-5
WINE CORK

ACCENT COLOR 2
KM 4643-3
STICKS & STONES

TRIM COLOR
23
SWISS COFFEE

FIELD COLOR 3
KM 4797-3
KOI POND

ACCENT COLOR 3
KM 4796-3
ACANTHUS LEAF

TRIM COLOR
23
SWISS COFFEE

Copyright Studio Current
COMMERCIAL BUILDING ELEVATION - EAST

- ROOF: HEMLOCK GREEN
- EXTERIOR PLASTER: KM 4644-3 SIERRA FOOTHILLS
- STONE VENEER: KM 5762-5 HIKING BOOTS
- STOREFRONT WINDOWS & DOORS: DARK BRONZE
- EXTERIOR LIGHT FIXTURE
- STEEL KNEE BRACE & TRIM: KM 5762-5 HIKING BOOTS
- PLASTER TRIM: 23 SWISS COFFEE